In this paper we consider the ErdClyi-Kober fractional differentiation operator ,I:'-with nonzero lower limit of integration; and express it through an integral operator including the Gauss hypergeometric function in the kernel. The composition b~2'*a~:'P of Erdkiyi-Kober operators with different lower limits of integration is studied for the cases Re (a), Re (P) > 0, and Re (a) 5 0 < Re (P).
INTRODUCTION
The concept of differ-integral of complex order u, which is a generalization of the ordinary n t h derivative and n times integral to any complex number v [13], can be introduced in several ways. T h e most widely used definition of an integral of fractional order is via an integral transform, called the Riemann-Liouville operator of fractional integration [16], [19] Several authors ([I], 131-[7] , [9] , [lo] , [la] , [19] ) have defined and studied operators of fractional integration via an integral transform approach.
An operator of fractional integration generalizing (1) through association of power weight was introduced by ErdClyi and Kober (1940) , Kober (1940) , ErdClyi (1951) Later, a number of different modifications of the above have been studied by many authors (131, [ll] , [18] , [19] ).
Recently, the first author in a joint paper [l] has considered the following operators involving the Gauss hypergeometric function where Re ( a ) , Re (p) > 0, and 7 and p are real numbers.
In this paper we consider the ErdClyi-Kober operator .I,?!" with a nonzero lower limit of integration a > 0 [6], [19] and the composition of those operators with different lower limit of integration a and b, 0 < a 5 b,
for the cases Re (a), Re (p) > 0, and Re ( a ) 
It is easy t o see that the ErdClyi-Kober operator a123a can be expressed through the Riemann-Liouville operator (1) Particular cases, when a = b > 0, are also obtained. we obtain
Interchanging the order of integration in formula ( 9 ) we get Formula (8) yields 
Formulas (9) and ( 1 3 ) yield COMPOSITION OF ERDELYI-KOBER FRACTIONAL OPERATORS
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T h e transformation [IS] for the Gauss hypergeometric function leads to First, we consider the composition of operators b~, " P and .I:' "
for Re ( a ) , Re@) > 0 , a n d O < a < b .
We have
Interchanging the order of integration we obtain
Making the change of variable w = (x -t)/(x -b) and using the integral representation for the Appell function Fl [2, p. 287 (3.211 
